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ABSTRACT 
 

In order to verify the principle of indirect control a tumor on the base of morphogenic cells distraction 
from it, the 114 patients with advanced ovarian carcinoma (stage III-56, stage IY-21, relapse 37), were 
treated with subtotal half-body (low part) irradiation at low doses (0,1 Gy x 10 for 3 weeks or 3Gy x 3 
daily), and obtained data were compared with that for 190 patients (stage III-66, stage IY-25, relapse-
99) received conventional local irradiation of the tumor (2 Gy x 23 daily). The surgery and 
chemotherapy components were equalized in both groups. The 34% and 11% of 5-years survival was 
obtained at low dose half body irradiation for primary and relapsed patients in comparison with 
conventional local radiotherapy (7% and 0%). It is concluded, that reparation /regeneration processes 
being provoked artificially in normal tissues of cancer host are capable to compete remotely with 
tumor for the morphogenic/feeding cells originated from bone marrow and circulating with the blood. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Conventional medicine recognizes a selective killing of tumor cells as only way of fighting with cancer. 
This way has brought some doubtless benefits in the past, but in the last decades the effectiveness of 
traditional treatment progresses more slowly, than it would be desirable [1]. The general nonsense of 
conventional therapy is the recognition of anti-cancer immunity on one side and the use of cytotoxic 
treatments leading inevitably to lymphocytopenia on another side. The life span of mammals at 
normal conditions and irradiation as well depends on limit of proliferative capacity of bone marrow 
given at the birth [2]. As we argued since the 1998 year, the renewing of all tissues in the body, 
including malignant ones, consumes young lymphoid cells, exhausting lymphopoietic potency and 
thus shortening the life span gradually [3]. The number of lymphocytes in the tumor opposes its stage 
[4], manifesting the level of frailty inducible by malignant growth as such [5]. Despite this, a strong 
mielodepression follows inevitably palliative chemo- and radiotherapy of cancer additionally. The 
myelosuppression / lymphocytopenia at “therapeutic” treatment-range leads to temporary restrictions 
a morphogenic cells activity, in particular, inside a tumor [2,6]. The morphogenic cells (trophocytes / 
feeding cells) are presented in the blood by hematopoietic stem cells, pro-lymphocytes, angiogenic T-
cells [7-9] and some others, like “regulatory” T-cells [10]. All of them are purely differentiated, being on 
the scale from “truly naive to exhausted senescent T cells” closer to original than final types [11].  
 
There are two ways to restrict the tumor growth’s support by them: 1) either to provoke a self-
repopulation stem cells in bone marrow by its injuring with relatively high “hemotoxic” doses of 
“curative” factor, i.e., traditional/conventional mode, or 2) to redirect the circulating morphogenic cells 
from feeding of tumor toward a reparation/regeneration of numerous but nonlethal injuries of different 
normal cells, induced by relatively low doses of “curative” toxicants [6]. In both cases the mechanism 
of expected benefit has to be not direct but the mediated by rearrangement of the tissue’s renewing’s 
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balance between the cancer and host body. The purpose our presentation is to demonstrate the 
reliability of described “competitive” approach of cancer therapy at real clinic conditions. 
 

2. RESULT 
 
Obtained retrospective results (Table 1) prove very clearly the possibility to get best survival without 
traditional local irradiation of tumor in high, so-called “tumoricidal” total dose 40-50 Gy. These results 
are quite comparable with modern data published already by National Cancer Institute, USA, and 
some others for specific-survival [12,13]. 
 

Table 1. The comparison of the overall 5-years survival after conventional and “competitive” 
therapies of advanced ovarian carcinoma (n=301 patients) 

 
Mode of combined 
treatment and 
status of cancer 

Conventional   “Competitive” 

 Local irradiation (50 Gy*) Subtotal irradiation (1÷9Gy*) 
Primary 6,6% 33,8% 

p<0,01 
Relapse 0% 10,8% 

P<0,05 
*cumulative doses; p-values according exact Fisher-test. 

 
3. DISCISSION 
 
The found distinction between “conventional” and “competitive” therapy may be attributed to the 
features of a radiation component of both combined schemes. During seven decades we have been 
discussing indirect mechanism of diminishing the cancer activity at the conditions of slightly increased 
natural background radiation or artificial ones in parallel with low dose total/subtotal radiation therapy. 
In oppose to idea of radiogenic stimulation of anti-cancer immunity [14,15], the mechanism proposed 
by us bases on the redistribution of circulating morphogenic cells from tumor to exposed normal 
tissues [3,16,17,18], and was statistically tested [19-20]. Moreover, it quite explains and approves 
benefit results of the type of chemotherapy cooled “metronomics” [21]. As a proliferative resource of 
bone marrow is limited and associated very closely with the life span and the level of lymphopenia 
[22,23], the HBI with cumulative dose 9 Gy was employed mostly as myelosuppressive one. The HBI 
with cumulative dose 1 Gy was assumed to be able to divert the circulating morphogenic sells [24] 
from tumor without diminishing their number. It is obviously, that both regimes cannot provide the 
tumor growth control by direct killing of malignant cells [25]. They were rather similar with non-
selective cytotoxic chemotherapy of cancer, which cannot damage the tumor cells lethally, as the 
conventional local radiotherapy does. Otherwise, non-selective chemotherapy would be fatal to the 
organism. Beside this, a myelosuppressive action of modern combined therapy is not the rare, 
random event, as the 85% of main anti-cancer drugs are myelodepressants, in spite of their diversity 
and high cost. Hence, the mechanism of any nonselective cytotoxic treatment supposed to be an 
indirect one also, causing temporary disturbances of cellular reproduction in distant normal tissues 
[26]. The bone marrow is a main target, being the most sensitive/damaged physiological system 
among those responsible for preservation of life. Its lymphoid lineage is the most amortized by 3-6 
courses of the conventional cytotoxic therapy, depending on the initial impact of lymphopoiesis [27]. 
 

4. CONCLUSION 
 
We do not find of any principal objections to continue comprehensive investigation of “competitive” 
low dose-radiotherapy as a cost-effective and alternative to the nonselective cytotoxic chemotherapy 
of cancer. 
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